Twelve Horses proudly provides
the Las Vegas Monorail with the
technology to manage their website
and online ticketing services.
Whether you need an ecommerce
solution, a dynamic website, search
engine optimization, the use of a
powerful multi-channel marketing
engine, or simply better, measurable results, Twelve Horses delivers.
Google us for more information, or
contact us to get going.
Call +1 (866) 846-2846 and ask to
speak with Josh Kenzer or Dean McBeth.

www.twelvehorses.com

I M A G I N AT I O N
I N S P I R AT I O N
I N N O VA T I O N
Entrepreneur - a person who organizes and manages a business
undertaking, assuming the risk for the sake of the profit.

I

magine being in college and not
dreaming about your first corporate
job. Imagine studying to get a degree,
while dreaming about working for
yourself. Impossible, of course.
Imagine working for someone and
dreaming about having your own business.
Impossible, of course.
People go to college to find jobs and start
careers. Self-employment is the dream of
many, the reality of few and not something to
go to college for. Or, maybe it’s something to
dream about while working for someone else.
Except in Nevada – the state dreams are
made of. A big enough state with many opportunities and a different take on most
things, not to mention a business friendly
government, for people to imagine working
for themselves if not directly after college,
maybe not so very far in the future.
Imagine now the impossible maybe isn’t
even improbable. Imagine it isn’t something that has to be done alone. Imagine
there’s training available before ever leaving the college campus.
Imagine there’s a competition open to
students on college campuses statewide, a
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competition that allows students to write
business plans and have them judged, to
bring a non-existent company up from
scratch to reality, or at least to the point of
discovering if the company would have
been funded.
Imagine that competition actually offered cash prizes of $110,000 and that the
flip side of the competition was a weeklong exposition of all things high tech and
entrepreneurial that brings together all the
components of high tech, small business
and entrepreneurial resources in one place
so opportunities aren’t duplicated across
the state and aren’t lost, either.
Imagine there’s an annual expo presenting panels on bootstrapping business,
marketing, publicity and technology. A free
one-day event in both Northern and Southern Nevada that brings together all the aspects of entrepreneurship and technology,
from 1,000 to 2,000 small business owners to 75 to 100 exhibitors and 25 to 30
speakers and panelists. The expos offer
panels on topics ranging from Business
Valuation and Corporate Structure to Financing a Startup and Technology in Busi-
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ness. Exhibitors include representatives
from financial institutions, funding
sources, federal agencies that work with
small businesses, consultants in IT, finance, marketing, management and more.
Imagine that such an expo brings together
all the components entrepreneurs and
small business owners need along with
the entrepreneurs and the business owners themselves.
Imagine NCET – Nevada’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology, the organization making all of the above happen – exists.

NCET - Nevada’s Center
for Entrepreneurship
and Technology
“Part of having a vibrant community and
a healthy economy is to make sure there
are opportunities for new businesses, to
create an environment that supports and
nurtures new businesses, ideas and entrepreneurship,” said Rudi Weidemann, president/CEO BioDiesel Systems and board of
advisors, NCET.

NCET – Nevada’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology was founded in
August 2003, though its roots go back into
the last century.
In 1999, the Economic Authority of Western Nevada (EDAWN) created the TechAlliance, an organization formed to promote
entrepreneurship and technology commercialization throughout Northern Nevada.
In 2003, TechAlliance joined forces with
the Nevada Commission on Economic Development (NCED) to create NCET, a new,
statewide organization charged with encouraging and empowering entrepreneurs
and fostering an environment in which
high-growth entrepreneurial companies
could succeed and flourish.
NCET is a unique partnership between
the State of Nevada and the private sector,
a 501(c)3 Nevada nonprofit corporation
funded through sponsorships and a series
of private and federal grants.
“NCET encourages and empowers entrepreneurship,” said Dave Archer, CEO,
NCET. “We have programs of our own to
encourage people to consider entrepreneurship and to connect to the resources
they need. We aggressively promote the
wide range of state and federal programs
that are available to help entrepreneurs.”
NCET works as a clearinghouse of information for entrepreneurs looking for
resources. Small businesses and individuals heading out on their own may be
aware there’s a wealth of resources available without knowing how to connect to
those resources.
“There’s a huge laundry list of organizations that help entrepreneurs, mostly
for free,” said Archer. “There’s the Nevada Small Business Development Center,
Nevada Microenterprise Initiative,
SCORE, and the list goes on and on. We
realized most people weren’t familiar
with all the organizations, so NCET’s programs are designed to bring visibility to
the incredible resources most people
don’t know about.”
“There’s so much going on [with small
business], so many different groups that do
different things,” said Janet Runge, director, UNLV Center for Entrepreneurship. “I’m
not sure any one group knows everything

that’s going on and there’s a lot of duplication of efforts. Our center is trying to establish a clearing house of who does what in
the Las Vegas Valley; NCET is doing it for
the entire state.”
“NCET’s programs are designed to reach
the widest possible range of people.” added
Emily Lowe, NCET’s senior marketing and

events manager. “The Governor’s Cup and
Wi-Fi Wednesdays are aimed at college students and young professionals, while Tech
Tuesdays target Baby Boomers.”
But no person and no organization functions in a vacuum. NCET has several strategic partnerships with development authorities and associations including:
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NCET ANNUAL EVENTS
NCET is making a splash in Nevada with annual
events like the Donald W. Reynolds Governor’s Cup
Business Plan Competition, NCET’s Entrepreneur
Expo and the E-Week entrepreneurial events, but
NCET also hosts monthly events:

Tech Tuesdays
Greater Reno-Tahoe’s premier technology and entrepreneurial
networking event. Third Tuesday each month. Presentations
from state and federal programs designed to help entrepreneurs, cutting edge technology and a chance to network.

Wi-Fi Wednesdays
Wi-Fi Wednesday gatherings happen at various locations
around Reno the second Wednesday of every month and targets young professionals in the important 21 to 39 age group.
NCET will launch Wi-Fi Wednesdays in Las Vegas this year.
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• Economic Development Authority of
Western Nevada (EDAWN)
• Nevada Development Authority (NDA)
• Northern Nevada Development Authority
(NNDA)
• The Nevada Commission on Economic
Development (NCED)
• U. S. Small Business Administration
NCED works as both a funding and leadership source for NCET, according to Brian
K. Krolicki, Nevada’s lieutenant governor,
who chairs NCED. “We’re basically the
mother ship,” said Krolicki. “We also have
an important cheerleading role for the work
NCET has done so far, especially with higher education students in terms of the competitions they sponsor like the Governor’s
Cup and the tools of access they provide
for young entrepreneurs in Nevada.”
NCET also has developed strategic partnerships with associations such as:
• Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce
• Nevada Alliance for Defense, Energy, and
Business
• Reno Sparks Chamber of Commerce
• Sierra Angels
• Technology Action Group
• Technology Business Alliance of Nevada
(TBAN)
• Technology Ventures Corporation (TVC)
• Vegas Valley Angels
Many individuals support NCET, from
EDAWN’s Chuck Alvey to Twelve Horses’
David LaPlante, to CEOs and college presidents and deans, attorneys and patent
lawyers, accountants and entrepreneurs,
and a good mix of people from Northern
and Southern Nevada. “Truly, NCET survives by community support,” said Archer.
NCET, in return, supports the community by
encouraging new businesses, innovation,
entrepreneurship and all the things that
won the west.
“Being the founder and CEO of a start up
and an entrepreneur, I live and breathe this
every day,” said Darik Volpa, founder, Understand.com. When NCET asked if he
would be interested in judging business
plans in the 2007 competition, he was
obliged. Volpa sees NCET as a networking
tool for entrepreneurs, and added, “NCET is
the only organization I’m aware of in North-

ern Nevada that really has a focused, organized plan with resources to promote entrepreneurial activity in this area. Dave and
Emily have done a nice job in getting companies and individuals like myself, and far
larger companies involved.”
“One thing we’ve learned from the Target 2010 study,” said Alvey, citing
EDAWN’s study of the Northern Nevada
economic region, “is that we need to
work to cultivate a culture for entrepreneurship, from helping start ups to providing mentoring to venture and second
level financing environment where entrepreneurs feel they can start something
and get it to take root here.” EDAWN
works closely with NCET, advocating programs and sponsoring events and helping
to bring community and business awareness to NCET’s efforts.

volved in the competition move outside
their worlds in universities and colleges and
gain access to networks of entrepreneurs,
lenders and investors, CEOs, CFOs and
CTOs, all already working within their fields.
They learn team-building and investment
strategies, they write business plans long
before most people ever contemplate such
a thing and they learn how to put their ideas
into concrete words ready to face reality.

New for 2008, Nevada’s winners will
compete against the winners from Oklahoma and Arkansas in the Reynold’s Cup,
to be held annually in Las Vegas. Student
teams will compete for an additional
$90,000 in cash prizes.
The program works with colleges and
universities across the state, including
working in partnership with UNLV’s Center
for Entrepreneurship, which already has

Technically…
we built this town.

The Governor’s Cup
The Donald W. Reynolds Governor’s Cup
Business Plan Competition is an innovative,
creative, entrepreneurial program designed
to help college students find innovative,
creative, entrepreneurial ideas – and
maybe realities.
Introduced in Nevada in 2005, the annual competition now runs in three different
states – Oklahoma, Arkansas and Nevada.
Students at Nevada universities and colleges are encouraged to enter individually
or to form teams of up to five people, each
with a faculty advisor, to compete in undergraduate and graduate divisions for prizes
totaling more than $100,000. In each division, first, second and third prizes take
$20,000, $10,000 and $5,000 respectively,
higher prizes than most national competitions and with prize money available to
semi-finalist and finalist teams.
But it’s not just about the money. While
the prize money could fund the kick off of
any of the start up companies visualized in
the business plans that make it through the
competition, students also learn whether or
not their ideas would make it in the business world, whether venture capitalists
and angels would see their way clear to financing such ventures and whether their
ideas are sound.
And there’s the networking. Students in-

Since 1977, Holman’s has been a trusted resource
for Nevada’s architectural, engineering and
construction community. Whether it’s custom
computer hardware and supplies, network
support, CAD services and training, or business
technology solutions, Holman’s of Nevada has
played an important behind-the-scenes role in
our area’s phenomenal growth and success.
By continuing to provide professional services and
cutting-edge products, we’ll make sure the future
looks even brighter. Just like the city we call home.

702-222-1818
18
775-284-5691
775-284-56
4-569
91

Las Vegas
Reno

Technology Solutions for 21st Century Business
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GOVERNOR’S CUP
BUSINESS PLAN
COMPETITION
The Governor’s Cup competition challenges potential entrepreneurs to put
together a business plan and start
thinking about working for themselves, creating something new, creating opportunities within the state of
Nevada. It’s an important facet of economic development in the Silver State,
and sponsorship opportunities aren’t
just a chance to get involved with the
event itself but a chance to get involved in Nevada’s economic future.
All sponsorship packages include
one table (eight seats) at the Awards
Luncheon, a company link on the Governor’s Cup Web site and an ad in the
awards program (ad sizes vary).
Bronze Sponsor – $1,500
• Quarter-page ad in the Awards
Luncheon program
Silver Sponsor – $2,500
• Half-page ad in the Awards
Luncheon program
• Podium recognition at Awards
Luncheon
Gold Sponsor – $5,000
• In addition to link, company logo
on the Governor’s Cup Web site
• Full page ad in the Awards
Luncheon program
• Podium recognition at Awards
Luncheon
• Logo on signage at Awards
Luncheon
• Logo recognition in the opening
video at the Awards Luncheon
• Press release on sponsorship
Platinum Sponsor – $10,000
• All Gold Sponsor benefits plus:
• Additional table (16 seats total)
at Awards Luncheon
• Full color ad in Awards Luncheon
program.
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the goal of encouraging Nevada’s budding
entrepreneurs.
“The center was established to help students find out about entrepreneurship by
participating in programs like this,” said
Runge. “It’s all about creating opportunities
for students, faculty and staff. It’s housed in
the College of Business, technically, but our
mission is campus-wide. We want every
student to understand entrepreneurship
has a positive force for them.”
Runge finds the Governor’s Cup invaluable. “It’s a fabulous opportunity. Maybe a
student has been thinking of an opportunity to pursue – now they have a strong reason to put it on paper. A lot of people have
brilliant ideas but never get them on paper.
Getting it on paper is the first step toward
making it real. Think about what you want
to do. And how to make it successful.”
The Governor’s Cup gives students guidance and incentive for doing just that. When
the program began in 2004 there were a
total of 33 teams competing in Nevada. In
2007, some 44 teams faced off. For the
2008 competition, Archer said they’re expecting some 50 or 60 teams to compete.
In addition to the Governor’s Cup, teams
also compete for the Lt. Governor’s Award,
which goes to the team with the best energy-related business plan. “One team last
year had a plan to create rooftop fiberglass
carriers that fit on top of cars. They had
solar-powered lights inside that a battery
charged during the day and the light
worked at night,” said Archer. “The winning
team from UNR created a material that generates electricity as it’s flexed, so you can
wrap it around the heart for a self-powered
pacemaker or you could build it into clothing to generate electricity as you walk. The
number of things it could do is fascinating.
The ideas range from high tech to low tech
and include everything, it’s not just high
tech businesses. We’ve seen beauty salons
and photo studios and newsletters. The
business plans are limited only by the students’ imaginations and interests.”
It’s actually the perfect time for the Lt.
Governor’s Award, as more and more people
and businesses are thinking green. “There’s
been a major paradigm shift,” said David
LaPlante. “Green futures aren’t seen as the
hippy thinking but as the forefront of venture
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Lt. Gov. Brian Krolicki presents
Mark Lemos with an award.
capital companies. Change is at the forefront of everyone’s minds and entrepreneurs
have ideas and passion and now the capital
to get things done that can benefit everyone.
Nevada is well positioned to take advantage
[of all the new green-energy initiatives] with
DRI research and our passion for our own
outdoors – we can’t afford to be asleep for
this paradigm change.”
Finalists chosen from the field of entrants will present their business plans to
the judges April 21 and 22 in Reno. The
awards luncheon will be held in Las Vegas
at Green Valley Ranch on April 25.
In 2008 there’s an additional prize at
stake: The recently added NCED Commissioners’ Award offers a $2,500 cash prize
to the student team whose business plan
best serves the economic development
needs of rural Nevada, an award created to
recognize the agency’s past commissioners for their leadership in economic development and to promote the development
and success of small business in rural
Nevada. Judging for the Award will be performed by NCED members.
But that’s not the end of the competitive
trail. This year local winners will have a
chance to compete further and enter the
tri-state competition. First and second
place winners from Nevada, Oklahoma and
Arkansas will compete for an additional
$90,000 in prize money in Las Vegas at the
Red Rock Resort May 14.

2007 Governor’s Cup Winners
Undergraduate
First Place: Weingart & Keranen Environmental Solutions
Sierra Nevada College
Second Place: EVO Fuels • University of Nevada, Reno*
Third Place: ME3 – carGLOW • University of Nevada, Reno

2007 Governor’s Cup Winners
Graduate
First Place: NanoVation, Inc. • University of Nevada, Reno*
Second Place: Samsara Interactive, Inc. • University of Nevada, Reno
Third Place: Simply Healthy Food • University of Nevada, Reno
*2007 Lt. Governor’s Award winner

In order to compete, individual students or teams must submit
their intent by February 15. Business plans must be submitted
for judgment by March 17.
2/15/08 Intent to compete due
3/17/08 Business plans due
4/02/08 Finalists announced
4/10/08 Finalists plans due
4/21/08 Lt Governor’s oral presentations
4/22/08 Governor’s Cup oral presentations
4/25/08 Nevada’s Governor’s Cup Awards Luncheon Las Vegas
5/14/08 Tri-State Reynolds Cup Competition
and Awards Ceremony - Las Vegas

Got an Idea?
The 2008 Donald W. Reynolds Governor’s Cup Business Plan Competition is open to all students in Nevada college campuses
taking at least one course. Individuals or teams of up to five students and one faculty advisor. For more information on the
Governor’s Cup Competition, go to www.2008GovCup.com.

Nevada Power is a proud
business and community partner.
Meeting Nevada’s future energy needs will include
increasing energy efficiency and conservation programs,
expanding renewable resources and building new, cleaner
generating facilities. This strategy is in the best interest of
our customers, shareholders and the communities we serve.

nevadapower.com
NCET Special Report
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NCET’s Entrepreneur
Expo and eWeek
Entrepreneurship Week, or eWeek, is dedicated to the spirit of entrepreneurship,
Nevada’s pioneering spirit. The west was
won by pioneers who struck out on their
own and established the places and businesses they thought necessary. We’re still
doing that today. Nevada is a small business gold mine.
“Most new job creation comes out of
small companies and Nevada has very high
rankings for friendliness to entrepreneurs,”
said Alvey. “At EDAWN our focus is on primary companies, those companies where
more than half of their income comes from
outside our area. Primary companies bring
new money into the marketplace as opposed to outstanding retail companies who
move money around within the market,
which stimulates and multiplies it but
doesn’t bring in new money.”

OPENING
FALL 2008

EDAWN works closely with NCET to provide opportunities and resources for small
businesses that want to start up in Nevada or expand and improve our economy
and communities. While start ups face a
hard road and steep learning curves, and
have higher failure rates than expanding,
existent companies, Alvey sees advantages to Nevada companies that start here
and grow roots here. While it may take
them a while to build to 50 employees as
opposed to a company that comes in from
outside the state with their own 50 employees, still it’s a company that will eventually attract other businesses to come in
to supply it, will likely have its headquarters here and do its banking and related
services here is more likely to stay here in
the long run.
Which is one reason EDAWN co-sponsors NCET’s Entrepreneur Expo, hosting
booths and putting experts on panels: a
healthy atmosphere and economy for entrepreneurs tells other companies Nevada
pays attention to and cares about all kinds
of companies, said Alvey.
Especially those small bootstrap businesses. “Every company has to start somewhere,” said Krolicki. “In Nevada, 85 percent of our companies have fewer than 20
employees. The role of helping start ups

and fostering clever ideas is critical from
the state’s perspective. The more we can
invest in and encourage entrepreneurs the
better Nevada’s economy will be, which is
a good thing, because the more revenues
brought in the more people are self-sufficient, which makes the burden on state
government less.”
Or, as David LaPlante said, when you’re
a company dealing with another company
in Nevada, you’re probably dealing with a
small business.
Recent studies show Nevada’s future
economic growth, vitality and diversity will
continue to depend on small businesses.
The goal is simple: celebrate and encourage Nevada’s entrepreneurs and aspiring
entrepreneurs.

Inside eWeek
eWeek Nevada is a series of programs and
panels aimed at bringing all the components of entrepreneurship to one place to
educate, enlighten and energize in addition
to providing the time, place and opportunity for networking.
Organizations throughout Nevada come
together for a series of local events. Regional organizations ranging from schools
to nonprofits host events like open houses,

Entrepreneurial - Technical & Engineering
Charter High School students will be
encouraged to challenge their creative mind
and explore their entrepreneurial spirit.

Project Based
Career & Technical Education
Focusing on Math &
Science Professions

P.O. Box 50128 Sparks, NV 89435
775-240-5143
www.E-TECHSonline.org
E-TECHS is sponsored by the
Nevada State Board of Education.
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Las Vegas eWeek 2008 • February 23 – March 2, 2008
• February 25 – Microsoft Bus – UNLV Campus
• February 25 – eWeek Kick Off – Location TBD 5:30-7:30 p.m.
• February 27 – NCET's Wi-Fi Wednesday
• February 28 – SBA Resource Partners Mini-Expo
• February 28 – Aspen Communication Open House and Lunch-and-Learn
• March 1 – NCET's Entrepreneur Expo - Palace Station 8 am - 3 pm
Greater Reno-Tahoe eWeek 2008 • March 8 – 16, 2008
• March 10 – Entrepreneur Week Kick-Off Event – Desert Research Institute 5:30-7:30 pm
• March 11 – NNDA's eWeek Event – Carson City
• March 11 – NCET's Tech Tuesday
• March 12 – NCET's Wi-Fi Wednesday
• March 13 – EDAWN Business Buzz
• March 15 – NCET's Entrepreneur Expo – Reno-Sparks Convention Center 9 am-5 pm

seminars and meet-and-greets with successful entrepreneurs to encourage people
to explore entrepreneurship.
eWeek reaches deep into the education system. “We’re part of the coordinating group for eWeek and we put together
activities in the Las Vegas Valley and
have a slate of activities on campus each
day of the week that focus on entrepreneurship and its impact and how it
works,” said Runge. “For example, it’s
kind of a If It’s Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium type thing – if it’s Tuesday, this
must be mechanical engineering or fine
arts or something. We have speakers
throughout the week in each college so
they can let students know about entrepreneurial opportunities that are available to them in their own major.”

NCET’s
Entrepreneur Expo
The week’s capstone event is NCET’s
Entrepreneur Expo. The Expo is held in the
spring in both Northern and Southern
Nevada, two weeks apart to enable the intrepid, excited and entrepreneurial to attend both.
Held in March (March 1 in Las Vegas and
March 15 in Reno) each Expo will include
75 exhibitors and 25 speakers and panelists, with some 1,000 to 2,000 small business owners – and aspiring small business
owners – in attendance. For exhibitors it’s a
great chance to connect with the next wave
of Nevada businesses and entrepreneurs,
the very people and companies who are
going to be making things happen in the
Silver State. For entrepreneurs, it’s a way to
meet peers and suppliers, find the resources small businesses need and network with venture capitalists, suppliers and
other entrepreneurs.
Exhibitors at the Expo will include:
• Professional services
• Funding sources
• Educational institutions
• Consultants in marketing, management,
IT and finance and more
• Federal and state agencies
• Agencies that offer advice and training
for small business owners.

It’s also a place to learn. Established experts – CEOs, presidents and business owners – will be present, both networking and
presenting specially designed panels that
will address panels with topics such as:
• Electronic Marketing
• Funding Your Business
• How to Go Public
• Licensing and Legal Issues
• How to Write an Effective Business Plan
• Small Business Bookkeeping
• Technology for Your Business
And, many more...
For complete details, please visit
www.NCETexpo.com.
For businesses, individuals and entrepreneurs who want to get involved with
NCET’s Entrepreneur Expo and eWeek,
there are bi-weekly planning sessions at
each end of the state. Anyone interested in
attending should RSVP to Emily Lowe at
(775) 337-3328 or emily@ncet.org.

Las Vegas, planning sessions are held
every two weeks* at:
Nevada Microenterprise Initiative
1600 East Desert Inn Road, Suite 203
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
In Reno, planning sessions are held
every two weeks* at:
Morrison University
10315 Professional Circle, Suite 201
Reno, Nevada 89521
* Please visit www.eWeekNevada.com for
specific dates and times.
The benefits of NCET’s Entrepreneur Expo
are far reaching, from aiding start-up companies to abetting Nevada’s economy. The
benefits of sponsoring NCET’s Entrepreneur
Expo are just as far reaching: getting to
know the next wave of entrepreneurs at
ground level, connecting with start up companies, networking with the very people
who are going to be your business peers.

IN A WORLD OF CONTENDERS
MAP BUILDS INDUSTRY LEADERS
Delivering premier business and technical services
to Nevada’s Industry since 1995
In Nevada: 1.800.637.4634 or 702.651.4360
www.mapnv.com

manufacturing • construction • mining

Call with this code for a complimentary financial analysis: MAX-FA
The Industrial Extension Program of the Nevada System of Higher Education.
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Why Do Businesses and
Individuals Need to
Support NCET?

SPONSORSHIP
NCET offers sponsorship packages at
several different financial levels, and
each level has opportunities for the
sponsors themselves. Basic sponsorship, the Silver level, offers the company
name and Web site link on all emails
promoting the event and name and link
on the Expo Web site and blog pages.

Silver • $1,000
• Company name and Web site link on
all emails promoting the event
• Name and Web site link on Expo Web
site and blog pages
• 8’ x 10’ exhibit booth

Gold • $2,500 adds
• Company name on all printed Expo
flyers and brochures
• Company logo on Sponsors’ Banner
at Expo
• Company name on all Expo newspaper ads
• Preferred booth location at Expo

Platinum • $5,000 adds
• Press release announcing company
sponsorship
• Email announcing sponsorship sent
to list of entrepreneurs, business leaders and elected officials throughout
Nevada
• Premium end-cap booth
• Company logo on all printed Expo
flyers and brochures
• Company logo and link on Expo Web
site and blog pages and emails

Diamond Title Sponsor
$10,000 adds
• NCET’s Entrepreneur Expo Presented by (company name) at top of all
printed and electronic marketing materials
• Company name mentioned in all TV
and radio spots
• Choice of premium double end cap
booth location
• Logo on individual sponsor banner at
Expo.
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And if companies are formed here, businesses may come here to sell them product. It helps other companies generate
more customers,” said Chuck Alvey.
“A win-win situation all the way around.
One of the biggest entrepreneurship needs
is for angel and venture funding,” Alvey
adds. “We don’t have as many angel and
venture capital investors as we need in our
area, especially when we have so many
bright potentials coming out of the University system and Desert Research Institute.”
Making opportunities to connect entrepreneurs and investors is of major importance.

“NCET certainly has a role in economic
development in Nevada, and in creating
and incubating small companies, helping
them grow and produce the jobs we want,”
said Lt. Governor Krolicki. “I’m delighted to
be chair of NCED, and NCET is a very important part of the Commissions’ efforts to
expand and diversify the economy. It’s also
a very fun part, working with entrepreneurs
– working with that spirit and the unbelievable faith they show in their endeavors is
Silver & Gold
inspiring to people like me.”
“A community only needs a few superIn October, a few months before the
successful companies to really make an
Governor’s Cup Awards, NCET, Golden
impact,” said Darik Volpa. “Look at the Bay
Capital Network (GCN) and the Sierra AnArea with companies like Apple and HP,
gels held the seventh annual Silver & Gold
they have single-handedly transformed the
Venture Capital Conference in Reno. The
Bay Area into a tech Mecca. Nevada needs
event brought together more than 50 venthat same type of support and infrastructure and angel investors for two days to inture to foster the development of young
troduce dynamic, active investors to vitech companies and young entrepreneurial
able, energetic start up companies. The
companies so we
event also incan become the
cludes high impact
next hotbed of acnetworking oppor“It is important to business and
tivity and lead the
tunities, keynote
our community and really
charge of different
speakers like
industries.”
Nevada Lt. Goverit comes down to the creation of
“It is important to
nor Brian K. Krolicbusiness and our
new jobs and the inflow of capital ki and an entrep r e n e u r ’s b o o t
community and really it comes down
camp seminar that
into our community and state.”
to the creation of
looks at all angles
new jobs and the
of early stage
funding such as who are the investors and
inflow of capital into our community and
where to find them; how to focus efforts to
state,” said Weidemann. “A big piece of
find funding by industry; and understandthat is driven by entrepreneurs — if we
ing what investors look for.
don’t find ways to encourage entrepreNCET was born when two existing organeurs we will have to bend over backwards
nizations
dedicated to fostering entreprefor large corporations because that will be
neurship,
creative ideas and high tech sothe only way to have a healthy economy
lutions in Nevada came together – NCED
and jobs and to survive. But that is not ecoand Tech Alliance. With a mission of supnomic vitality.”
porting tomorrow’s entrepreneurs today
“Because it’s going to help build the ecoand building the future economy we need
nomic future of our community and bein Nevada, NCET encompasses Nevada’s
cause it helps us get the companies startpioneering, forward-thinking, businessed here that are going to make us a strong
friendly ideals and helps insure the next
community and some are going to come
wave of entrepreneurs will experience
out of our colleges, so this is one way to
those ideas also.
help keep the best and the brightest here.
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MEET THE TEAM
Dave Archer, Chief Executive Officer
Dave Archer has more than 30 years of experience in all facets of technology, media
and service industry management and
business development. He spent more
than 20 years at Viacom, AOL and Time
Warner introducing new products and services including Pay-Per-View, home-shopping and commercial telecommunications
services to new markets in the United
States and throughout the world.

Emily Lowe, Senior Marketing
and Events Manager
Emily Lowe previously worked as
marketing coordinator for Sierra
Nevada College where she got her
degree bachelor’s degree in Entrepreneurship. At SNC she was responsible for fundraising AP and
event planning. At NCET she manages programs, events and day-today operations.

MEET THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
David LaPlante, CEO,
Twelve Horses
LaPlante is the current chair of the
NCET board of directors, and CEO
of Twelve Horses, a Nevada-based
marketing technology company
with international locations including Dublin, Ireland. Twelve
Horses was named Business of
the Year by EDAWN in 2005 and
Technology Company of the Year
by TBAN in 2007.

Chuck Alvey, president/CEO,
EDAWN
Since 1998 Alvey has been at the
helm of EDAWN, the public-private
partnership nonprofit committed to recruiting and expanding quality companies for positive economic development in Northern Nevada.
Scott Frost, founder,
Desert Frost Ventures
Scott Frost is the immediate past chair
of NCET's board of directors, cofounder of the Vegas Valley Angels and
founder of the Technolgy Business Alliance of Nevada. Scott served as
founding vice president of sales and
marketing for Smart City Networks
(formerly US Telcom), and in November 2001 Frost founded Desert Frost
Ventures, a business development and
capital-sourcing firm with headquarters in Las Vegas.
Bob Goff, president, Sierra Angels
Bob Goff’s background is a blend of
managing high technology growth
companies and investment-related
activities. He has more than 30 years
of marketing and senior executive
experience managing the rapid and
profitable growth of semiconductor
product companies ranging in size
from start up to more than 1,000
employees.

Somer Hollingsworth, president,
CEO, Nevada Development
Authority
Somer Hollingsworth is president
and CEO of the Nevada Development Authority, a 52 year old private, non-profit organization
whose mission is to attract, retain
and expand the business base to
enhance the overall socioeconomic development in southern Nevada. For the past 54 years, Somer
Hollingsworth has been a resident
of the Las Vegas area. He graduated from Eastern New Mexico University, 1967, with a Bachelors in Business Administration and finished his post graduate work in 1979 from the Pacific Coast School
of Banking, University of Washington.
NCED executive director
(position open)
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MEET THE BOARD OF ADVISORS
Chuck Alvey, president & CEO, EDAWN

Lt. Governor Brian Krolicki, State of Nevada

Dr. David Ashley, president, UNLV (invited)

Carol Lange, dean of instruction, WNCC

Richard Bartholett, Nevada Small Business Development Center

David LaPlante, CEO, Twelve Horses

Richard Bostdorff, COO, Kiley Ranch

Fred Maryanski, president, Nevada State College

Mark H. Brennan, The Brennan Consulting Group, LLC

Darren McBride, president, Highly Reliable Systems

Tim Casey, SilverSky Group

Scott McManus, ceo, Ganix Biotechnologies, Inc.

Cort Christie, founder, Corporate Service Center, Inc.

Dean Greg Mosier, UNR

Todd Cohen, co-founder & CVO, Converge

Dr. Robert C. Maxson, president, Sierra Nevada College (invited)

Scott Frost, Titan Nightlife Group

BJ North, chief advancement officer, TMCC

David Garcia, attorney, Hale Lane

Bill Payne, Kaufman Foundation

Doug Geinzer, Recruiting Nevada

Donald Pickering, chairman, Widemile, Inc.

Bob Goff, president, Sierra Angels

Jeff Pickett, managing director, DRI Research Park

Shawn Harris, CEO, SkyWire Media, Inc.

Gerard Ramos

Mike Hess, CEO, Mariah-Power

Mike Reed, vice chancellor, Nevada System of Higher Education

Somer Hollingsworth, president & CEO, NDA

Steve Singer, private investor

Dean Paul Jarley, UNLV

Darik Volpa, CEO, Understand.com

Russ Ketchum, vice president Technology, Allegiant Air

Rudi Weidemann, president & CEO, Biodiesel Solutions

Dr. Paul Killpatrick, president, Great Basin College

Dr. Steve Wells, president, DRI
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